
Compatible with Anachrony®
Time Warp

Assembly Guide

This box organizer is compatible with Anachrony™ 
This product is not licensed, and is up for change at any time in the
future.
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Use an exacto knife to cut the bits connecting the parts to 
the frame.

Remove the parts from the frame with a rotating motion 
along the axis formed by the bits you just cut.

Use the exacto knife to remove any of the remaining  
connection bits.

Always dry-fit the parts to together without any glue to make 
sure you are assembling the correct parts.

Use a drop of glue along the joints and hold it in place until 
the glue has sufficiently dried.

Use wood glue for assembly.
Always dry fit the parts first to make sure the components 
are correct ones. If you encounter any issues, please contact 
us at info@laserox.net or our Facebook page at 
facebook.com/laseroxinserts



Big Cards

Buildings

1. Insert the middle piece �rst into the sides and then the rest.
2. The lid does NOT need to be glued!

Small Cards

The lid does NOT need to be glued!



Water & Resource Cubes

Path tokens

Watch for the correct parts, as they are di�erent for the top and bottom. The two boxes are NOT meant to be glued 
together.

Insert the two “A” pieces �rst. Only glue them to part “B”.  Then put these together with part “C” into the bottom. You 
can glue “B”&”C” to the bottom, but do NOT glue “A”. Finally insert the front/back and the two sides. The top should 
slide freely.

A

B

C

This box holds the path tokens (triangles, round tokens and the suit hexagons). 
The cut out is for the 5th faction hexagon tokens.



Faction cards

Energy Core, Victory Points

1. Glue the round tourn pieces with the �at part on TOP to the lid! Then slide the lid into the sides, dividers and glue the 
bottom. Do NOT glue the round parts with the side elements!

�at part on top

don’t glue, 
should move freely



Research tokens

The lid should not be glued on, it �ts tight into the side parts.

Paradox tokens, etc



Superprojects

Find the part “D”, which has the same hight as part “E” in the middle. 

Timeline

these two are di!erent!

D
E

One side has a cut-out, the other is without cutout. It does not matter which way you assemble it.



Workers



Mini Trays 

1. Break out the “Z” pieces from the grid and use 4 for each mini�gure box.
2. The bottom part “F” has always hexagon cuts, which secure the mini�gures from sideway movement.
3. The top part di�ers for the 5 boxes! See the chart next page, to align the correct “G” parts
 with the correct box lids (with path engravements)
4. Align the correctly, that the ends are together!
5. Assemble the sides or the bottom �rst. Whichever you feel more comfortable with. 
6. Glue the top, with the correct path symbol onto the top. 
7. The sides should NOT be glued!

The middle parts “G”are designed to lock the minis from above, so even if you turn the box upside down, they stay in 
palce. So these parts are always bigger (wider) than part “F”.

C

F

G1.

Watch that these parts allign together at the ends!
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Check out our other Boxes and Inserts!

Compatible with Evolution®

Magnetic Card Holder Boxes

Compatible with Gloomhaven®

GloomBox

Darwin’s Coffer

MagneBox


